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Necessity of Bicycle behavior analysis

1. For the environment of the earth

2. For both tourist and local people

3. Not only for bicycle rider, but also for walker & car driver

4. In order to decrease the number of traffic accident 
effectively, we have to know bicycle behavior
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Bicycle policy in Matsuyama city

1999

Matsuyama city total policy about using Bicycle

松山市自転車等利用総合計画

-harmony with people and city

2011

NEW Matsuyama city total policy about using Bicycle

新松山市自転車等利用総合計画(松山市自転車マスタープラン)

One of Bicycle roles defined by city:

a means of transportation in the central aria

https://www.pref.ehime.jp/h40900/matsu-ima_blueline.html

Start from 2017/3/27

平成 21 年度時点，
松山市ｺﾐｭﾆﾃｨサイクル実証実験報告書
（今回使用する松山PPは平成19年度）

[Bicycle parking]
・Hanazono-town street parking
・Matsuyama city office 4th annex parking

[Bicycle road]
Reduce Width of roadway &

give width to sidewalk
Bus priority lane and sub lane

[Rental bicycle]



Bicycle trips in Matsuyama city
• All of the trips including bicycle →1471

-only bicycle(does not change transportation mode)→1305

-not “only bicycle”→166
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Why so many people use bicycle in Matsuyama city

Annual rainfall
Tokyo：1528.8 mm,
Matsuyama：1314.9 mm
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Transportation mode and OD

Matsuyama PP

Many trips have both O and D in the Matsuyama loop line,

especially in the mode “walk” and “bicycle”.

walk bicycle car



the Matsuyama loop line and DID

The Matsuyama loop line

• Matsuyama-city, Iwasaki-town 2⇔Hirata-town

• About 12.9km, load designed in urban planning

Densely Inhabited District in Matsuyama city

in the inner side of the loop line, 

• Matsuyama Castle →area around it developed

• Dogo Hotspring

• “Ohennro-miti” road (religious meaning)

→area around it developed

→has been DID for long
http://www.mlit.go.jp/seisakutokatsu/soukou/soukou-magazine/1001matsuyama-ehime.pdf



Bicycle: trip purpose

• Many usual purpose trips, especially purpose “go 
home” and “go to the company or school”

• Next “shopping” and “for oneself” trips are also big 
in number
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Bicycle: difference in sex

Male use bicycle more frequently
for 20-30 min trip than Female?
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Maybe people don’t use bicycle
when the trip time length is less than 3min?

Concentration on
less than about 30min: 1800sec?
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Over view

Purpose: Bicycle Route choice model

① Pre-trip type
k shortest path search + MNL model 

② En-route type
RL(generalized recursive logit) model

Parameter Estimation of RL(recursive logit) model

The whole Matsuyama PP Bicycle trip data：too big to estimate 

Comparison of the models

Simple simulation and decision explanatory variables

Data Divided into 4 area：too biased and link alternative 

Consideration on data size



Purpose: Bicycle Route choice model

Route choice Method
1. Pre-trip type

Ex.) k shortest path search + MNL model 
2.   En-route type

Ex.) RL(recursive logit) model

Fig.1 k shortest path search Fig.2 RL(recursive logit) model
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D
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① k shortest path search Comparison of the models

Problem is…
・On each node, the number of links is few in Matsuyama.
→if you make the alternatives of enough number, the length of 
alternative trip is too long to select(about 15 times longer)
∵O and D of the each trip are too near in bicycle trip in the central area.

・People cannot detect all of the route alternatives in fact.

→MNL model is not appropriate for bicycle behavior & this 
data?

Choice of which cost is over 15 times longer
than shortest cannot be choose
…too big cost to choose

& small number of routes



② RL model Comparison of the models

Firstly we think people consider future utility:
GRL model(Generalized Recursive Logit model)

t-value of the time discount rate = ∞
∴model does not rely on time discount rate

→ employ RL model
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explanatory variable: distance,  right turn, …
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Consideration on data size
1.The whole data inside Matsuyama route line PP Bicycle 
trip data
The data is too big to estimate 

2.Data Divided into 4 area
The data is too biased and the the number of link alternatives is too 
small to estimate 
①in some of the divided areas, all of the people go to the same D; cannot be 
estimated
②in some of the divided areas, dL (the difference of calculated likelihood on each 
stage) does not converge



Simulation: Parameter Estimation of RL model

Calculation condition： How we simulated trip data? 

1)We reduced the number of links by narrowing the object area 
2)We set 1 OD pair inside the area;
D is Matsuyama-shi Station, O is Matsuyama-Higashi Highschool in the central area 

3)Taking a questionnaire from a citizen of Matsuyama 
4)He specified some paths which he usually uses 
5)He declared possibility of each route choice 
6)We simulated trip data based on that questionnaire 
7)We prepared a sparse network based on real network



Result of Parameter Estimation

explanatory variable: 
distance, the number of turning right 
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To estimate in RL model 

When the data is big (about over 4GB; R memory limitation), 

we should reduce network data into small area

×not reduce trip data  … network data will become small, but 
the number of trip data is also small to estimate

When hhh is dead,
explanatory variables are not working 

Appendix: PP Data characteristics

In some situation Matsuyama PP is too small.

(the effect of the cases that the same person behaves in 
the exactly same situation is big)


